
The historical context: Brierley, the North and the German Theology 

 

 

By the time Roger Brierley arrived at Burnley sometime around 1630 he already had an 

exceptional local reputation from his time at both Grindleton and Kildwick. But his importance is 

more than local.  

 

During the first decades of the seventeenth century, an extraordinary text found its way into 

England. It had originally been written centuries earlier, probably by a monk in a monastery in the 

Frankfurt area. It was especially unusual in that it had been written in German (as opposed to 

Latin) and was ‘rediscovered’ by a Wittenberg theologian who took it instantly to heart: none 

other than Luther. As Luther tried to gain control of the wild notions that flowed so freely following 

his break with Rome and threatened to splinter the Reformation into a hundred and one 

irreconcilable factions, he quietly buried his influence from it. It was simply too radical and 

controversial a basis upon which to build any kind of new consensus. 

 

The version that arrived in England was in Latin, the work of Sebastien Castellion. That was 

precious little use in England. True, Latin still operated as an effective medium amongst the 

educated and ecclesiastic. Across a wider spectrum of society, the English tradition from Wycliffe 

onward had encouraged reading and this was particularly the case amongst the ‘godly’ Puritans. 

But it was categorically reading in English. There was at that time no English translation of the 

text and, until recently, it was assumed that the first such translation had not been undertaken 

until sometime in the mid-1630s by the great English heretic-mystic, John Everard.  

 

From the 1990s onwards the evidence started to build that this was not the case. Everard’s 

Germanica had a predecessor – that of Roger Brierley, possibly with the help of an assistant, 

Richard Tennant. As a result it is now possible at least tentatively to identify two translations of 

the Theologia as Everard’s and one - in the British Library manuscripts section in London - as the 

‘Breirley-Tennant’ version. This fact alone would make Brierley a character worthy of a good deal 

of new research. 

 

However, a significant body of separate documentation confirms that over the period 

commencing in 1615 and lasting for several years, Brierley was known to be preaching some 

radical, Non-Conformist Protestantism infused with a thoroughly atypical mysticism based around 

the ‘motion of the Spirit’. However, what is perhaps most extraordinary is that the real secret of 

the Reformation’s roots now rested not with some great academic Divine in one of the great 

university cities but rather with the grammar school-educated son of a farmer from Lancashire. 

 



The novel: ‘A Certain Measure of Perfection’ by Simon J Kyte 

 

 

At the time of the Restoration, the opening of a locked chest in a remote hovel in Westmorland 

by a young woman reveals the unexpected life story of her recently-deceased father, a man she 

has barely known thanks to his self-imposed silence… 

‘A Certain Measure of Perfection’ is constructed around genuine historical characters, including 

the minister himself, Roger Brierley – a man forgotten by history but one whose abilities went far 

beyond his rather unexceptional education. Working from what was then an obscure Northern 

backwater and aided only by candle and condenser, miles from the centres of ecclesiastical 

power and learning, he completed one of the most extraordinary translations of the century, 

bringing the dreaded ‘Teutonic theology’ to life in the English language and sending a ‘movement 

of the Spirit’ not only across the hills of the North but subsequently also through the tightly 

cramped, jettied-building streets of the City of London. 

 

Over the five volumes of the book, Matthew Brearley, our narrator, takes us on a journey from a 

Northern English rural backwater through Brierley’s arrest and Matthew’s own time in Grindleton 

with the curate’s wife, via a repository of Familist texts on the Fens to a London irreversibly 

sliding towards the chaos of outright civil war. 

 

 

Join the discussion: 

https://certainmeasureofperfection.wordpress.com/ 

 

 

Buy the book: 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B018CI6WFS 

https://certainmeasureofperfection.wordpress.com/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B018CI6WFS

